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Guiding Principles for Corporate Relations CRM
Implement a Data Cleaning Strategy
One of the biggest needs of a Corporate Relations CRM project is to ensure that external, “uncontrolled data” can be 
trusted. Implement a data hub to ensure that account and contact data is clean, ideally before the data gets to Salesforce. 
Leverage source systems and use rules, standards and automation to keep the data clean. 

Streamline Engagement with Companies
According to NACRO (Network of Academic Corporate Relations Officer), companies can enter the “relationship nexus” 
from anywhere at the university and these corporations can often get lost in silos. Help engagement specialists (key 
individuals who come into contact with a company) identify relationship managers and help relationship managers build 
strategic alliances.

Support Strategy and Decision-Making
Successful corporate relations rely on identifying mutually beneficial partnerships which means CFR team members need 
access to meaningful analysis and reports that reveal shared interests and goals. The ability to make good predictions about 
successful future relationships are largely derived from historical data. 

Make Relevant Data Available
Conditions which impact the ability to create good documentation and prevent access to data will negatively impact 
strategy development and decision making, thereby creating pain points with relationship creation and development. 
Impactful information should be available when it is actionable (e.g., share planned visits, not just the report following the 
visit).

Go Beyond Data Entry
The solution needs to push the boundaries of embedded value. How can existing historic data provide a holistic view of 
relationships? Are there automated ways to capture engagement? Are there tools that will minimize data entry? Are there 
automated ways to capture and score engagement and predict future value?
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CFR Strategy & Objectives

Key Question Considerations

What is the end goal of your corporate relations strategy? Whether your use case is fundraising, research, post-grad 
employment, or others, a good CRM implementation will 
provide a 360-degree view of your institution’s relationship 
to companies.

Who are your constituent groups and why? Your implementation should consider the employees who 
are managing the relationships (from first-touch to 
stewardship), the internal business entities (colleges, 
centers, institutes, offices, degree programs), and external 
partners (corporations, government organizations, K-12, 
community organizations, startups).

What are the benefits and drawbacks of using EDA for 
corporate relations?

You’ll want to make the decision about whether or not to 
use EDA early in your project.
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Org Structure 

Key Question Considerations

Do you have one Salesforce org or multiple? What are the criteria for 
deciding on a single vs. multi-org strategy?

Because it is focused on external relationships, corporate relations 
may touch many different constituents, data sets, business processes, 
and reporting needs of your organization. It may be hard to split these 
across multiple orgs.

Are you planning to implement for a single use case or for the entire 
university? If single, are there others at the university responsible for 
corporate engagement who might benefit from using Salesforce?

You’ll want to consider how your use cases might grow over time. 
Companies have relationships with many teams/departments at a 
university, through advancement, purchasing, technology licensing, 
grants, class speakers and projects, and hiring students for internships 
and full-time careers.

If you have separate orgs for prospects, students, and alumni, where 
should corporate relationships be tracked? How will your orgs share or 
exchange data?

Consider the appropriate model for your org structure. Is it point-to- 
point? Or hub and spoke where you share data to many places from a 
central instance? Consider using Salesforce connectors for connecting 
Salesforce to external systems. If you require multiple connections, 
you might consider Mulesoft. 

Who are the consumers of data from the system? Does your org 
strategy match your reporting needs?

Check out this whitepaper on Data Storage and Reporting Strategies 
from a Salesforce Architect.

Do you have or can you get business process alignment among units 
sharing a single org?

As with any enterprise initiative, you will need governance to ensure 
alignment and adoption of your corporate relations solution.

https://powerofus.force.com/s/article/SFDO-BP-SF-Adv-Data-Storage-Recom-from-SF-Architect
https://powerofus.force.com/s/article/SFDO-BP-SF-Adv-Data-Storage-Recom-from-SF-Architect


Data Model & Integrations

Key Question Considerations

What core Salesforce objects will you use? Lead, Contact, Account, Opportunity, Product (with Pricebook and 
Contract), Campaign, Case, and Activities are common objects that 
institutions use to track and manage relationships. 

Is it necessary to add custom objects to meet your goals? It will probably be necessary to add custom objects to your 
implementation. An example is a University Engagement object for 
non-revenue events like speaking in a class. Talk to others about their 
corporate relations data model.

How will you affiliate Accounts to Contacts? If you are using EDA, you should consider using Affiliations. If you are 
not using EDA, you should use a multiple account model. 

How will you track leads or prospects? Lead management is an important part of a corporate relations 
implementation–either automated or manual. If you use EDA you will 
need to use a staging table to convert leads to contacts.

What are inbound sources of corporate relations data? You’ll want to identify these up front and make sure your data model, 
integration plan, and project timeline account for them.

What are outbound sources of corporate relations data? If you use custom objects, make sure your applications can access the 
data you need.



Vendors
Key Question Considerations

Does your institution have a robust system or process in place for ensuring only clean 
data gets into Salesforce?

The importance and challenges of clean data in a corporate relations implementation 
may focus your attention on data-related vendors (e.g., prospecting, form-filling, 
cleansing, deduping, augmenting).

Do you have a “source of truth” for data that is external to your organization? Institutions often use a vendor to surface a company’s official name, address, and 
hierarchies.

How can data augmentation amplify your relationship-building activities? There are lots of vendors who can add value to your data, such as wealth management 
information, a company’s investors, or account hierarchies. And, although it’s not an 
external vendor, don’t forget you can enable the news component in Salesforce for 
instant access to relevant, timely news about customers, partners, and competitors.

What features will enhance your users’ ability to achieve their goals? Consider “apps” such as e-signature tools for contracts, document generation tools for 
downstream digital processes such as invoicing or name badges, location-enablement 
mapping tools for territory management, and predictive analytics tools for fundraising.

Are the vended products web accessible? Web accessibility standards such as WCAG 2.0 ensure that websites, tools, and 
technologies are designed and developed for accessibility..

Do the vended products integrate easily with Salesforce? Do they have robust API’s? Check out the Salesforce App Exchange for solutions that are pre-built to work with 
Salesforce.

Will you need an experienced partner to help with your implementation? Ask potential partners about their expertise in your specific use case and also their 
experience with the kind of complex, multi-constituent implementations that are typical 
of higher ed.

What is the cost model of the various vendors? Be sure to ask the vendor if they offer a non-profit discount.
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Lead

What is it: Any prospective constituent (board member, partner, applicant, donor, volunteer, etc.) 
of your organization

When is it applicable: It’s a place you can put information about people you don’t yet know 
much about–instead of using post-it notes and spreadsheets. You can then move into a qualification 
process to determine whether the lead is a good match. It can also be used as a “holding bucket” 
until a lead raises their hand (e.g., attends an event, makes direct contact with your relationship 
manager).

Considerations: 
● The object is built to accommodate duplicates so you can track which outreach activity or 

lead source worked best. Some schools also use an open source solution called Interactions 
to aggregate all lead sources under a unique lead.

● Don’t confuse Lead with Opportunity. An alum might be a ‘lead’ for your funding proposal but 
they are a contact in Salesforce (because they already have a relationship with the university) 
and your proposal should be tracked in the Opportunity object.

● Converting a lead creates a Contact and Account automatically (or merges with an existing 
Account) and it can create an Opportunity at the same time. Lead conversion is not 
accommodated by EDA but there are solutions that will allow conversion when you use EDA.

● If you’re using EDA, consider implications with marketing tools.



Contact

What is it: A constituent in your institution with whom you have an established relationship 
(student, parent, alum, employer, faculty, board member, etc.)

When is it applicable: Contacts and related data should give you the information you 
need to build strategic relationships.

Considerations: 
● Resist using all the fields on the Contact object for one department–instead, restrict it 

to immutable data and data relevant to current status and put other data in custom 
and related objects. 

● Consider augmenting your contact information with external data (wealth 
management, board membership, career history).

● Use Contact Roles with accounts and opportunities to easily identify decision makers.
● By default whoever creates the contact becomes the owner. Write a process that 

replaces the owner field with the university and use Territory Management. Or, 
associate ownership with related objects like Campaign, Case, Affiliation (in EDA), or 
Opportunity.

● EDA includes a Relationship object that relates two contacts to each other with a 
reciprocal relationship field (e.g., faculty member and donor).



Account

What is it: Any entity with whom you have an established relationship

When is it applicable: In corporate relations, the Account object is a central repository for a 
business relationship. This is where you can find contacts, existing opportunities, relevant campaigns, 
etc.

Considerations: 
● Commercial databases like D&B and Hoovers, and App Exchange tools like Traction Hierarchies 

can help you track changing corporate structures and establish account hierarchies–details that 
keep your data trusted and make roll up reporting easier.

● Automatic account creation by the lead conversion process can be a problem for institutions 
that need to maintain tight control over data standards. A best practice is to establish a process 
for who can create accounts and how.

● As with Contact, it is generally a best practice NOT to have account owners. Ownership should 
live on the related records (Case, Campaign, Opportunity).

● Consider implications of using EDA when evaluating third-party apps.



Opportunity

What is it: A potential revenue-generating event

When is it applicable: In corporate relations, Opportunity can be useful in various ways–for 
example tracking a technology licensing deal, a company donation to support student activities, 
or an executive initiative. An opportunity moves through a series of stages linked to type of tasks 
being performed, who’s got the ball, and how likely it is that the deal will be completed.

Considerations: 
● You can customize stage fields to reflect a specific proposal process.
● If the event is not revenue-related, you will want to track it in a different object (e.g., 

Campaign or custom object).
● Use Opportunity Teams to collaborate with co-workers. These can be set up by default to 

clearly define responsibilities and ownership.
● Use Opportunity Splits to share credit or revenue.
● Use Forecasts to predict and plan revenue–these are linked to probabilities assigned to 

each stage.



Product (with Pricebook and Contract)

What is it: A catalog of items and services that generate revenue

When is it applicable: Relationship managers have access to a catalog of revenue-generating products 
when engaging partners. By categorizing your corporate relations activity into product categories, with 
prices, you can track deal pipelines, revenue forecasts, and product trends. Leaders will then, for example, 
be able to view forecasts for naming opportunities separate from technology licensing opportunities.

Considerations: 
● Each product can represent a category of your corporate relations initiatives (e.g., endowment, 

executive education, technology licensing, naming rights).
● Use Pricebook to ascribe value to the products. Sometimes the value is explicit (e.g., price of an 

executive education program), sometimes it is implicit (e.g., the expected giving level of board 
members).

● Add the product and its related price as an Opportunity Product. Those all roll up to total the 
revenue expected by that Opportunity. 

● Successful opportunities often become contracts. If you associate Contract with opportunities that 
have products, details from the Product object can flow through into the contract.

● Products are a list of things you “sell” and they have no security around them. If you need to make 
certain information private, you can create a custom object associated with the product.



Campaign

What is it: The documentation of an outbound marketing or communications project and the audience 
that is targeted or included (the Campaign Member)

When is it applicable: Campaign can be used to track outreach (e.g., a fundraising event or email 
campaign to potential employers). Campaigns are also useful as information containers–for example, you 
would include the planning and execution costs for an event, as well as tracking campaign member 
participation and engagement.

Considerations: 
● Campaign is just for tracking–it can tell you things like total campaign members, any responses; how 

many opportunities are linked to the campaign, the value of the opportunities in the campaign, how 
many opportunities were won, and the value of won opportunities in the campaign.

● Third-party apps such as event and marketing automation tools often integrate Campaign so it’s 
important to know how to use them.

● Campaign Member status values are important for telling you if someone was included in a 
campaign and, potentially, any action they took.

● Campaign Influence report tracks how campaigns influence opportunities and help you understand 
what efforts worked in closing a deal (event, face-to-face meetings, email).

● Campaigns can be rolled into hierarchies which allows for better reporting year-over-year.



Case

What is it: Any inbound interaction with or related to a constituent such as a question, feedback, or 
issue

When is it applicable: By using the Case object to collect and categorize all inbound interactions–a 
complaint to the career services office, a call from the Dean about a company visit, an inquiry about a 
grant from a faculty member–you can surface business intelligence to better understand university-wide 
engagement with corporations and use that insight to form better strategic relationships. 

Considerations: 
● Set up Email-to-Case for any and all group email boxes (e.g., governmentaffairs@college.edu)–so 

interactions are attached to the Contact and Account records, not buried in someone’s email bin.
● Roll out Case as broadly as possible to gain a holistic understanding of the university’s external 

relationships.
● Native Case Assignment Rules, Escalation Rules and Case Teams allow you to collaborate on 

cases, identify priority, and assign ownership to a person or a queue, giving you visibility into 
inbound interactions. 

● Case can be used to automatically launch common corporate relations processes (e.g., add 
employers who inquire about the speaking in a class to a Campaign)-and, at the end of the year, 
you can count how many of these requests were made.

● You can trigger cases from many different channels across any cloud–Live Chat, SMS, email, web 
forms, Einstein.

mailto:governmentaffairs@college.edu


Activities

What is it: Combination of Events, Tasks, and Calendars

When is it applicable: Activities encompasses three functions: Events, Tasks, and Calendars. 
Events allow you to organize all information pertaining to physical or virtual events. Tasks are a virtual 
“To Do” list for you and your teams. Calendars allow you to keep track of upcoming Tasks or Events, 
and share that information with other users.

Considerations: 
● Keep track of upcoming and completed activities by using the Activity Timeline component on 

your pages.
● Activities are auto-archived after 365 days so it can work as a to do list but not for 

year-over-year reporting.
● Events can sometimes overlap with Campaigns; as a general rule, use Events for planning (i.e. 

ordering supplies, scheduling planning meetings) and Campaigns for executing (i.e. inviting 
and managing attendees, estimating costs, reporting on engagement).

● Activities can be either public or private based on the activity. If an activity is attached to a 
case, only you or your team can see it. If it is attached to an account, anyone can see it.



Custom Object Examples

Olivet Nazarene
Notre Dame

Notre Dame SC Johnson College 
of Business (Cornell)

What is it: Deliverables

What it does: 
Tracks the list of things 
we agreed to provide 
in return for funding 
(e.g., the line items 
from a grant or details 
of a proprietary 
program). It is related 
to Product and 
Contract.

What is it: Organization 
Contacts

What it does: 
Tracks people who 
change frequently 
and don’t need to be 
tracked contacts (e.g., 
company interviewers). 
The object is set up to 
select an existing 
contact (i.e., an alum) 
or enter contact details 
into text fields.

What is it: College 
Engagement

What it does: 
Tracks the ways a 
company engages 
for non-revenue events 
such as keynote 
speaker, industry 
panel, or project.
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Corporate Relations at Penn State
“This is a perfect case for CRM, because there are so many different people who 
engage with companies at our institution.” -Carrie Marcinkevage, Penn State

Challenge: The Smeal College of Business was using a number of different 
systems to engage corporate entities. The siloed nature of the structure made it 
difficult see and understand which corporations were being contacted, for what, 
by whom, and how frequently.

Solution: After implementing Salesforce for Corporate Relations, the College 
reduced the need for spreadsheets to manage corporate and constituent 
outreach. They now have a deeper understanding of how they’re engaging with 
corporations, and how key constituents and stakeholders at the College are 
communicating. On the horizon, the College is focused on leveraging engagement 
scoring methodologies to develop more strategic corporate relations.

Metrics/KPIs: One VIP opened 39 of 42 emails received from 6 different college 
departments over nine months, allowing alumni relations to further engage on 
what the VIP most valued. Visibility into insights like this have resulted in internal 
collaboration making outreach to corporations and constituents more efficient, 
streamlined, and strategic.

Products used:

CRM

Marketing Cloud

Sales Cloud



Corporate Relations at Cornell University
“We now know where we’re headed with Corporate Relations–we have an end point 
in mind.” - Rebecca Joffrey, Cornell University

Challenge: Cornell lacked a central system for tracking engagement with 
companies and other external partners. 
 
Solution: Cornell launched their Corporate Relations Initiative to create a system 
of shared data and common tools to enable staff and faculty to manage 
relationships with external business entities as they pursue gifts, grants, and 
sponsored research. The tools are being developed to give colleges and 
departments a better understanding of external relationships and to support 
strategic planning.
 
Results: This central enterprise implementation will reduce the number of 
separate, silo’d Salesforce instances supporting corporate engagement. Cornell is 
also implementing a data foundation with deduping tools and an account 
creation process that will benefit any kind of external engagement including 
student employment, executive education, government relations, grant 
management, cooperative extension, board membership, and community 
engagement.

Products to be used:

Sales Cloud

Pardot

Einstein

Salesforce customer since 2011

In planning mode



KU Uses Salesforce to Drive Corporate 
Relationships

“We now have a 360 degree view 
of every company, which improves 
both the internal and external 
constituent experience.” 

Julie Nagel, Executive Director, Office 
of Corporate Partnerships

PRODUCTS USED

Sales Cloud

Lightning Data

 

71%
Increase in executive 
licensing agreements

2013salesforce.org customer since 

 Using Salesforce to track all corporate 
engagement in a single location, and 
clean data sourced from multiple 
systems across campus.

 Integrating with operations systems 
(Simplicity) and transactional data 
(PeopleSoft) to create summary 
reports of KU’s relationship with 
companies .

SOLUTIONS

The Office of Corporate 
Partnerships was having 
difficulty gaining a holistic 
view of companies and 
corporate partners. 

As a result of siloed data, 
different departments 
often reached out to the 
same company with 
different messages about 
different products. 

 Executive licensing agreements 
have increased 71%.

 industry-sponsored research 
has increased 40%.

Staff can now make 
data-informed decisions to drive 
performance.

CHALLENGE RESULTS



Tulane University

● Using Salesforce to create employer profiles that the career services 
team uses to increase employer engagement with the university

● Can now track employer engagement level, activity level, number of 
students recruited and more, to develop more strategic relationships

● Multiple 360 views of employers and students:  
○ Employer 360
○ Corporate 360
○ Student Career and Academic 360 (integrated student profile)

Making the Career Connected Campus vision a reality with Salesforce used 
by multiple career offices

“Salesforce is allowing us to have more informed 
conversations with both employers and students.”

Amjad Ayoubi , Senior Associate Dean



A special thank you to Rebecca Joffrey, Kathy Lueckeman, 
Carrie Marcinkevage, Meredith Aronson, members of the 
Corporate Relations Affinity Group, the IT@Cornell team, and 
members of the Higher Education Advisory Council for their 
insight, input, and collaboration on this effort.

Thank you!




